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A selective TESL bibliography
by lynn E henrichsen

last year john haskell editor of the in a different fashion the present list
TESOL newsletter asked each of sixteen presents the recommended publications
well known ESL educators to provide a alphabetically by the authors surnames
list of ten publications although some were in this way the duplication of titles is
not able to limit themselves to that number eliminated and the task of locating a parti-

cularwhich they thought would be a practical be-
ginning

title and determining which and how
collection for an ESLEFL teacher many of haskells experts recommended it

haskell also added his own list to the collec-
tion

is facilitated the initials of those who
these seventeen lists were then pub-

lished
recommended a publication follow each

in the december 1979 issue of the entry in the bibliography the initials
TESOL newsletter under the title A and names of those whose recommendations
bare bones bibliography for teachers of were used to produce this bibliography
ESESLL are listed below

As might have been expected there was BS bernard susser
a considerable amount of repetition in the CBP christina bratt paulston
lists forty four of the 135 titles listed DK don knapp
wergwerewere recommended by at least two different DL darlene larson
people and twenty six appeared on the ES earl stevick
lists of three or more recommendersrecommenders seven JB jean bodman
different publications those by alienallenailen and JDB J donald bowen
campbell JD bowen CC fries D harris JH jayne harder
LG kelly leech and svartvikSvartvik and prator JFH john F haskell
and robinett were recommended by four JR jack richards
of the seventeen TESL professionals A few MF mary finocchiaro
titles appeared on more than four lists RC ruth crymes
earl stevicksSteyicks memory meaning and method RY richard yorkey
ovefive listolists paulston and bruders teaching TB tom buckingham
ESL techniques and procedures six and TP ted plaister
betty wallace robinettsrobinetteRobinetts new methods text VA virginia french alienallenailen
teaching english to speakers of other WRL WRwrleearleelee
languages substance and technique in compiling the list an attempt was
savensevens&ven rivers and temperleystemperlessTemperleys practical made to locate complete bibliographical
guide topped all other recommended titles informationformationin for each entry even though
by appearing on nine of the seventeen it was not always provided in the original
lists lists although this effort met with success

A number of TESL classics also for the most part there are stillstiff a few
received numerous recommendations fore-
most

entries with incomplete bibliographical in-
formationmost among them were fries teaching

and learning english as a foreign language
originally published in 1945 jespersonsJespersons
how to teach a foreign language which
celebrates its seventy sixth anniversary this abbs and sexton students bookbook for the
year and harold E halmerspalmersPalmers the principles challenges course london longman

EESSof language study which first appeared
in 19211921

alexander LG W stannard alienallenailen RA
the list below has been compiled from close and RJ oneill 1970 english

those titles which appeared in haskells grammatical structure a general syllabus
article however they are presented here for teachers london longman TP
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alienallenailen harold B and russell N campbell burt MK H dulay and M finocchiaro
eds 1972 teaching english as a eds 1977 viewpoints on ESL new

second language new york mcgraw york regents JH
hill JHJHJRBSJDBJR BS JDB

byrne donn 1976 teaching oral english
alienallenailen patrick 1977 structural and func-

tional
london longman RY

models in language teaching
TESL talk8talkataiktalk 8 15151515 JR cazden courtney B vera P john and

dell hymes eds 1972 functions of
alienallenailen ED and valette RM 1972 for-

eign
language in the classroom new york

language and english as a second teachers college press RC
language classroom techniques new
york harcourt brace jovanovich CBP celce murcia M and L mclntoshmcintosh eds

1979 teaching english as a second or
asher james J and C adamski 1977 foreign language rowley mass new-

burylearning another language through ac-
tions

house JDB
the complete teachers guide-

book los gatos sky oak productions chastain kenneth 1976 developing
BS second language skills theory to practice

and2nd ed chicago rand mcnally
bernardo leo U and dora F pantell BS CBP JDB

1966 english your new language
morristownmorristownnjNJ silver burdett VA clarkdarkoark mark and sandra silberstein to-

wards a realization of psycholinguistic
bibliography of handouts available from principles in the ESL reading class

the adult education resource center language learning 27 11351541135 154 JR
jersey city state college jersey city
NJ 07305 QBJB close RA 1977 english as a foreign

language and2nd ed london george
billows FL 1961 the techniques mofforofforof for-

eign

alienallenailen & unwin ltd JR JH
language teaching london long-

man WRL close RA 1975 A reference grammarforgrammar for
students of english london longman

boatner gates and A makkai 1975 A JR
dictionary of american idioms wood-
bury new yorkbarronsyork barrons JH corder SP and JPB alienallenailen 1974 the

edinburgh course in applied linguistics
vol 2 papers in applied linguistics

bowen J donald 1975 patterns of london oxford university press JR
english pronunciation rowley mass CPB
newbury house MF RY BS JDB

corder SP and JPB alienallenailen 1974 the
bright JA and GP mcgregor 1970 edinburgh course in applied linguistics

teaching english as a second language vol 3 techniques in applied linguistics
london longman CBP WRL london oxford university press JR

JH

broughton B C brumfit R flavell P coulthard malcolm 1977 an introduc-
tionhill A pincas 1978 teaching english to discourse analysis london

as a foreign language london routl-
edge

longman TP RQRC
and kegan paul WRL JR

croft kenneth ed 1972 readings
brown H douglas 1980 principles of on english as a second language cam-

bridgelanguage learning and teaching engle-
wood

mass winthrop publishers BS
cliffs NJ prentice hall JH JDB
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crowell thomas L 1964 index to modem finocchiaro M 1969 teaching english
english new york mcgraw hill JH as a second language new york harper
DL CBP and row WRL

curran charles A 1976 counseling finocchiaro M 1974 teaching english
learning in second languages apple as a second language from theory to
river 111111.iliiii apple river press JB BS practice new york regents JH

TB JDB
dacanay fe R 1963 techniques and

procedures in second language teaching foss donald J and david T hakes 1978
JD bowen ed quezon city phoe-

nix
psycholinguistics an introduction to

press reprinted and distributed by the psychology of language englewood
oceana press dobbs ferry NY RY cliffs NJ prentice hall TP
JDB

frank marcella 1972 modem english
dale edgar and joseph orourke 1976 two volumes englewood cliffs NJ

the living word vocabulary the words prentice hall JDB
we know elgin ill111111.iiiililii dome press VA

danielson dorothy and rebecca hayden fries charles C 1945 teaching and learn-
ing1973 using english your second lan-

guage
english as a foreign language ann

englewood cliffs NJ prentice arbor the university of michigan press
hall JDB VA DK CBP TP

diller karl conrad 1978 the language fromkin victoria and robert rodman
teaching controversy rowley mass 1974 an introduction to language
newbury house ES RC JH new york holt rinehart and winston

TP
dixon robert J 1956 regents english

workbook vols I11 & 2 new york
JH funk and wagnallsWagnalls standard college dic-

tionary
regents QH tionary 1977 new york TY crowell

odbQDBJDBdobson julia 1974 effective techniques
for english conversation rowleygroups gallwey timothy 1974 the inner gamemass newbury house MF

of tennis new york random house
DK DL ESdorry gertrude 1966 games for second

language learning new york mcgraw
hill MF gattegno caleb 1976 the common

sense of teaching foreign languages
dunlop practical techniques in the teach-

ing
new york educational solutions JB

of oral english stockholm almquist
andandwiksellwiksell WRL

gattegno caleb 1972 teaching foreign
dykstra G R port and A port 1966 languages in schools the silent way

anaeseananse tales new york teachers and2nd ed new york educational
college press DL solutions BS

finocchiaro M and S sako 1979 for-
eign

gordon MJ and HH wong 1961 A
language testing new york re-

gents
manual for speech improvement engle-
woodMF cliffs NJ prentice hall JH

finocchiaro M and M bonomo 1973 guide for volunteer english teacher 1973
the foreign language learner a guide for washington DC national association
teachers new york regents MFaff for foreign student affairs VA
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gurrey P 1955 teaching english as a illyinillein donna and thomas tragardh 1978
foreign language london longman classroom practices in adult ESL wash-

ingtonWRL DC TESOL JH

guth hans P 1964 english today and jersild AT 1955 when teachers face
tomorrow englewood cliffs NJ themselves new york teachers college
prentice hall JH press ES

hall edward T 1966 the hidden dimen-
sion

jespersen otto 1904 how to teach a
garden city new york double-

day
foreign language london george

DL alienallenailen and unwin CBP ES RC

hall edward T 1959 the silent language jesperson otto 1933 essentials of eng-
lishgarden city new york doubleday grammar london allenalienailen and

JHJHJBJB unwin JDJDBB

halliday MAK 1973 explorations in johnson francis C 1973 english as a
the functions of language london second language an individualized
edward arnold ltd TP approach brisbane australia jacaranda

press VAWRLVA WRL
halliday MAK angus mclntoshmcintosh and

peter strevens 1964 the linguistic joiner elizabeth and patricia westphal
sciences and language teaching london 1978 developing communication skills
longman JH rowley mass newbury house JR

harris david 1969 testing english as joos martin 1961 the five clocks new
a second language new york mcgraw york harcourt brace & world DL
hill MF DL DK CBP

kelly LG 1969 twentyfivetwenty five centuries
heaton JB 1975 writing english lan-

guage
of language teaching rowley mass

tests london longman RY newbury house WRL CBP JH JDB
JR TB

kenyon JS and TA knott 1944 A
hendrickson james 1978 error correc-

tion
pronouncing dictionary of american

in foreign language teaching english springfield mass G & C

modemmodern language journal 62 8387988387 98 merriamcomerriamco JDB
JR

krashen stephen D 1972 the monitor
holmes janet and dorothy F brown model for adult second language

1974 developing sociolinguistic com-
petence

performance in burt MK H dulay
in a second language TESOL and M finocchiaro eds viewpoints

quarterly 10 4423324423 32 JR on english as a second language new
york regents JR

hornby AS 1974 advanced learners dic-
tionary of current english london kruisingakruisingaekruesingaKruisingaingaEE 1932 A handbook of present
oxford university press JDB day english ath5th ed three volumes

groningengreningenGroningen P noordhoff JDB
hornby AS 1975 guide to patterns and

usage in english and2nd ed london lado robert 1964 language teaching a
oxford university press RY scientific approach new york mcgraw

hill WRL
hornby AS 1959 1961 1962 1966

the teaching of structural words and lado robert 1957 linguistics across
sentence patterns four stages london cultures ann arbor university of
oxford university press WRL michigan press JHCBPJH CBP
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leavitt leslie W 1964 practical help in newton anne ed the art of TESOL
teaching english as a foreign language parts 1 and 2 rowley mass newbury
beirut american university DK house MFMFJRTBJR TB

lee WR 1965 language teaching games nida eugene A 1954 customs and
and contests london oxford university cultures new york harper VA
press RY

nilsen donald and aleen pace nilsen
leech geoffrey and jan svartvikSvartvik 1975 1973 pronunciation contrasts in en-

glishA communicative grammar of english new york regents MF JH
london longman RY JB MF RC

oileroller john W jr and jack C richards
eds 1973 focus on the learnerlongman dictionary of contemporary en-

glish
rowley mass newbury house TB

1978 london longman RY JDB
JR

palmer HE 1921 the principles of lan-
guagelozanov georgi 1979 suggestologySuggestology and study reprinted 1964 londonoutlines new yorkof suggestopedy oxford university press WRLgordon & breach JB

mackey william F language teaching palmer leslie and bernard spolsky eds
analysis london longman TB 1975 papers on language testing 1967-

1974WRL washington DC TESOL QHJH

madsen harold S and J donald bowen
1978 adaptation in language teaching paulston christina bratt and mary bruder
rowley mass newbury house RC 1975 from substitution to substance
TPTPMFM F a handbook of structural pattern drills

rowley mass newbury house RY

maley A and A duff 1978 drama
techniques in language learning new paulston christina bratt and mary bruder
york cambridge university press ES 1976 teaching english as a second

language techniques and procedures
cambridge winthrop publishers MF

MET modemmodern english teacher A magazine jhesbsdkjdbJH ES BS DK JDB
of practical suggestions for teaching
english as a foreign language sub-
scriptions

phillipsninaphillips nina 1967 conversational english
scriptions dept 8 haintonbainton ave grims-
by for the non english speaking child

dn329bb south humbersideHumberside en-
gland

new york teachers college press VA
VA

moskowitz gertrude 1978 caring and poutsma hendrik 191419291914 1929 A grammar
sharing in the foreign language class of late modern english five volumes
rowley mass newbury house JH groningengreningenGroningen P noordhoff JDB

praninskas jean 1957 rapid review ofmunby john 1978 communicative english grammar englewood cliffs
syllabus design a sociolinguisticsocio linguistic model NJ prentice hall JDB
for defining the content of purpose
specific language grammesprogrammesprogrammedpro london
cambridge university press TP prator clifford H and betty W robinett

1972 A manual of american english
neustadt bertha C 1975 speaking of pronunciation ard3rd ed new york

the USA a reader for discussion holt rinehart and winston VA RY
new york harper and row VA MF JDB
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quirk randolph and sidney greenbaum shaughnessy mina 1977 errors and
1976 A concise grammar of contem-
porary

expectations a guide for the teaching of
english new york harcourt basic writing london oxford JH

brace jovanovich JH RC RY

smith frank 1975 comprehension
quirk randolph et al 1972 A grammar and learning a conceptual framework

of contemporary english london for teachers new york holt rinehart
longman RC RY andandwinstonwinston DL

quirk R and S greenbaum 1973 A smith frank 19711971 understanding reading
university grammar of english london and2nd ed new york holt rinehart
longman RY andandwinstonwinston JB TP DK

rivers wilga M and mary S temperley spolsky bernard 1978 educational
1978 A practical guide to the teaching linguistics rowley mass newbury
of english as a second or foreign langu-
age

house TP
new york oxford university

press MF CBP WRL TB TP RC stageberg norman C 1971 an introduc-
toryDK BS JDB english grammar and2nd ed new
york holt rinehart and winston

rivers wilga 1964 the psychologist and BS
the foreign language teacher chicago
university of chicago press ES stratton florence 1977 putting the

communicative syllabus in its place
rivers wilga 1968 teaching foreign TESOL quarterly 11 2313422313 42 JR

language skills chicago university of
chicago QBJBJRJR

stevick earl J 19711971 adapting and writing
robinett betty wallace 1978 teaching language lessons washington DC

english to speakers of other languages foreign service institute DK TB
substance and technique new york JH
mcgraw hill MF CBP WRL DK
TB JH JDB stevick earl W 1976 memory meaning

and method some psychological per-
spectivesrogers john 1978 group activities spectives on language learning rowley

for language learning singapore RELC mass newbury house TP RC JR
JR DL JDB

roget PM 1977 rogetsgogets thesaurus strevens P 1977 new orientations innew york TY crowell JDB
the teaching of english london oxford
university press WRLross leonard Q 1968 the education of

hymanmunman kaplan new york harcourt
brace jovanovich JB thomas charles K 1958 an introduction

to the phonetics of american english
rutherford WE 1977 modemmodern english new york the ronald press co JH

and2nd ed two volumes and instructors
manuals new york harcourt brace

thonis eleanor wall 1970 teachingjovanovich JDB
reading to non english speakers new
york macmillan VA

saville troike M 1976 foundations
for teaching english as a second language
theory and method of multiculturalmulticultural thorndikeThomdike EL and lorge 1I 1944 the
education englewood cliffs NJ pren teachers word book of 30000 words
tice hall MFMFCBPCBP new york teachers college JDB
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valette rebecca and renee disick 1972 west michael 1960 teaching english
modern language performance objectives under difficult circumstances london
new york harcourt brace jovanovich longman TB
JH

widdowson henry G 1978 teaching
valette rebecca M 1977 modern lan-

guage

language as communication london
testing and2nd ed new york oxford university press tbtTB JR

harcourt brace jovanovich TP JH RQRC

wilkins DA 1972 linguistics in language
van ek JA 1977 the threshold level teaching cambridge mass the MIT

of modernmodem language teaching in schools press JH
london longman JB DK RY

wilkins D 1977 notional ssyllabusessylly abuses
via richard A 1976 english in three london oxford university press JR

acts honolulu the university press of
hawaii TP RQRC wilkins D 1974 second language learning

and teaching philadelphia international
websters new collegiate dictionary 1977 ideas WRL

springfield mass G & C merriam
JDB yorkey richard C 1970 study skills

for students of english as a second lan-
guagewebsters new world dictionary 1975 new york mcgraw hill VA

new york collins JDB

did you know that foreign student enrollment in the united states schools appears to be
increasing at more than 10 percent a year in its april 1980 newsletter NAFSA national
association for foreign student affairs reported that there were 263938 foreign students
studying in 2504 american colleges and universities in addition about 13000 students
were taking intensive english courses the 1979801979 80 academic years figure is estimated to be
at least 300000 with the 1980811980 81 projections to be about 330000




